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A Stochastic Approach to the Weighted-Region Problem :
I. The Design of the Path Annealing Algorithm
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an efficient heuristic algorithm for planning near-optimal high-
level paths for a point agent through complex terrain modeled by the Weighted-
Region Problem. The input to the Weighted-Region Problem is a set of non-
overlapping convex homogeneous-cost regions on a two-dimensional plane. Each
region is associated with a cost coefficient (or weight), which indicates the relative
cost per unit distance of movement in that region by the point agent. The weighted
distance between two points in a convex region is the product of the corresponding
cost coefficient and the Euclidean distance between them. Given a start and a goal
point on the plane, the objective of the Weighted-Region Problem is to find a
minimum cost path from start to goal through the weighted regions. We have
designed and developed a very efficient algorithm for finding near-optimal solutions
for the Weighted-Region Problem using a combination of the classical AI heuristic
search techniques and the probabilistic combinatorial optimization technique called
simulated annealing. Extensive test results (to be presented in Part II of the paper)
indicate that the new algorithm runs much faster than previous known techniques
with a very minimal sacrifice in optimality.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an efficient heuristic algorithm for planning near-optimal high-level paths for
a point agent through complex terrain modeled by the Weighted-Region Problem (WRP) [18]. The
input to the Weighted-Region Problem is a set of non-overlapping convex homogeneous-cost regions
on a two-dimensional plane. Each region is associated with a cost coefficient (or weight), which indi-
cates the relative cost per unit distance of movement in that region by the point agent. These cost
regions are assumed to be isotopic, so that their respective weights are invariant with respect to the
direction of movement. Examples of cost measure include ease of movement through terrain, cover
and concealment, exposure to enemy positions, fuel or energy consumption, lethality of enemy
weapons, or areas of contamination [31,36]. The weighted length of a path segment joining two
points in a convex region is the product of the corresponding weight and the Euclidean distance
between them. A path segment which coincides with a boundary edge (i.e. an edge separating two
weighted regions) incurs the lesser weight of the two regions separated by the edge. Given a start and
a goal point on the plane, the cost of any path joining the start and goal is the sum of the weighted
lengths of all segments forming the path. The objective of the Weighted-Region Problem is to find a
minimum cost path from start to goal through the weighted regions.
Due to the complex solution space, WRP cannot be solved with standard continuous-optimization
techniques, e.g. draw a line from start to goal and then perturb the line until local optimum is reached.
Most of the existing algorithms solve the WRP by means of combinatorial searching techniques. One
way to tackle the WRP is by means of the Wavefront Propagation technique. The Wavefront Propaga-
tion technique is an approximating method which overlays the input map with a grid. It searches
through the grid from the start in a breadth-first manner until the goal is reached. The first path that
reaches the goal is retrieved as the solution. The algorithm has two drawbacks. First, even a simple
map with a few regions may require a high resolution grid to accurately represent the detail. As a
result, execution times suffer. Second, the requirement that all paths be fixed to the grid introduces
digital bias. This stair-stepping effect results in solutions that are as much as 8% longer than the
optimal solutions [25]. Attempts to smooth paths may result in paths worse than 8%, or make feasible
paths infeasible.
In [16, 17], Mitchell and Papadimitriou presented a continuous Dijkstra's algorithm that finds an
optimal solution for the WRP. The algorithm runs in 0(n 7L) time using 0(n 3) space, where n the is
total number of vertices of the regions and L is the precision of the weights in the problem instance.
Rowe and Richbourg [30] also developed a Snell's-Law-based A* Search method to find an exact
solution. Although their algorithm has an exponential worst-case time complexity, they showed empir-
ically that his Snell's-Law-based approach performs better than the continuous Dijkstra's algorithm on
the average.
When applying the WRP to real-life problems, it is often necessary to combine weighted-region
overlays into more complex maps in order to plan paths that simultaneously optimize over several
mission-critical parameters. For example, by weighting the relative importance of each cost measure,
an optimal solution on a composite of three maps could represent the path of combined minimum
travel time, at least exposure to the enemy and with maximum survivability [7]. Difficulty of optimi-
zation increases with the number of overlays. As problem instances approach the reality and complex-
ity of battlefield mission planning, faster solutions become more desirable than absolute optimality.
Existing algorithms are too slow for planning routes in a complex battlefield. In order to speed up the
search process, we propose to tackle the WRP by means of stochastic search. The proposed algorithm,
called path annealing, is based on our customization of a probabilistic combinatorial optimization tech-
nique known as simulated annealing [13]. Simulated Annealing has been used successfully in finding
near-optimal solutions to problems having unusually large and complex search spaces. Clearly, an
algorithm which uses simulated annealing cannot guarantee a globally optimal solution. However,
experiments conducted by other researchers [4,13,26,27] do show that simulated annealing based
algorithms can generate near-optimal solutions in reasonable execution times for very complex search
spaces.
There are several good reasons for tackling the WRP using simulated annealing. From a com-
puter science viewpoint, the search space of the WRP appears to be well-suited for such an approach
Depending on the resolution required by a particular application, a problem instance could be
arbitrarily complex in terms of the number of regions, the number of vertices and edges composing
them, or their shapes and orientations. The approximating nature of the polygonal regions, coupled
with the sensitivity of the true optimal paths to very small changes in geometry and coefficient magni-
tude, suggests that the effort associated with finding a true optimal path is rarely worth the result. Like
all hard optimization problems with complex solution spaces, WRP tends to have a relatively large
number of local minima with costs that are very close to the globally optimal solution(s). The simu-
lated annealing technique takes this as its underlying assumption, and settles on one such solution
within a reasonable amount of time.
Solutions generated by the simulated annealing approach are also appealing from the military
commander's perspective. A globally optimal path may be undesirable since it is usually a very
exclusive solution. Surely, if we can find the set of globally optimal paths for a given problem
instance, then the enemy can do likewise! Although the possibility exists that our algorithm will dis-
cover an optimal solution, it generally finds one of many near-optimal paths. Such paths do not neces-
sarily lie spatially close to the optimal (an obvious tactical advantage). Furthermore, the quality of the
solution generated by the annealing process improves with time. For applications with uncertain time
constraints, the annealing process can be halted prematurely to return the "best" solution to date.
Moreover, the annealing approach to solving the WRP is interesting as well as unusual for two
reasons. First, unlike most problems to which simulated annealing has been applied in the past, the
WRP is solvable in 0(n 7L), where n represents the number of map vertices and L the number of bits
precision [18]. Most, if not all, annealing research has been applied to problems which are NP-Hard.
Hence, it is a real challenge to design a good annealing-based solution to the WRP. Second, although
simulated annealing are often criticized for its large running times and its inability to compete with
problem -specific heuristics [19], our empirical studies indicate otherwise. Our approach to the WRP
attempts to merge simple intelligence with practical engineering by coupling simple heuristics to non-
exhaustive, stochastically controlled sampling. Path annealing, though primarily a stochastic algorithm,
makes important use of A* search. In fact, it is fair to say that path annealing draws a major part of its
performance and power from its A* search component. Rather than just another application of
simulated annealing, path annealing is an intelligent marriage of global and local search (both continu-
ous and discrete) under probabilistic control.
We employ simulated annealing as a simple tool for the control of local search. In doing so,
many of the specific design concepts (e.g. the annealing schedule) are adapted from previous research.
Therefore, we emphasize that the significant contribution of our work is not in annealing, but rather in
the novelty and design of our annealing-based approach to solving the WRP, as well as the set of
heuristics and bounding techniques to increase the performance and efficiency of the proposed algo-
rithm.
We have implemented path annealing in Quintus Prolog Version 2.5 (w/ ProWindows Version
1.1) and C on a Sun-4 (SPARC) Workstation running SunOS 4.0. This paper presents the design of
the algorithm. Summary of the performance enhancement techniques and the results of the extensive
empirical study will be presented in Part II of the paper.
2. The Basic Simulated Annealing Algorithm
Simulated annealing is an adaptive search technique based upon the Metropolis Algorithm [15],
which simulates a complex system of particles (molecules) in a heat bath. Recognizing concepts simi-
lar to optimization, Kirkpatrick et al [13] and Cemy [5] independently developed simulated annealing.
Since then, many researchers have used it to obtain solutions to a variety of combinatorial optimization
problems. In its simplest form, simulated annealing works as follows:
Input:
(1) The solution space of the optimization problem.
(2) The control parameters for the annealing process, which include
(a) T - the initial value of the control temperature T
,
(b) Tf - the final value of T ,
(c) R - the reduction factor for T (typically 0.70 < R < 0.99),
(d) L - the maximum number of attempted moves at any each value of T,
(e) Ls - the maximum number of accepted moves at any each value of T .
Output:
An optimal or near-optimal solution.
Algorithm
Begin
CurrentJolution := some solution from the given solution space;
T := T ;
BestJSolution := CurrentJolution ;
while ( T > Tf ) do
begin
N := 0; /* tracks the number of moves attempted at the current value of T */
Ns := 0; /* tracks the number of moves accepted at the current value of T */
while ( (AT < L) and (Ns < Ls ) ) do
begin
/* perturb current solution randomly to obtain a new legal solution */
NewJSolution := move ( Current_Solution );
N :=A7 + 1;
AC := cost ( NewJSolution ) - cost (Current_Solution );
if ( (AC < 0) or (random () < <TAC/T )
)
then begin
CurrentJsolution := NewJSolution ;
Ns := Ns + 1;
if (cost ( CurrentJsolution ) < cost ( Best_Solution ))





Output ( Best Solution );
End
Starting from the initial solution and its evaluated cost, the move generator randomly perturbs this
solution to obtain a new one. The cost of the new solution is computed and compared to the current
solution. As in the standard local iterative improvement approach, the new solution always replaces
the current one if the change in cost, AC , is non-positive. However, unlike the local iterative improve-
ment approach, the new solution is accepted with probability P = e if AC is positive.
The control temperature, T, is a value in the same units as the cost function. It regulates the pro-
bability distribution that defines the acceptance criteria of solutions with increasing costs. At each tem-
perature, T', the procedure attempts up to L moves of which up to Ls acceptances are permitted. The
temperature is reduced by a factor R , and both N and Ns are reset to zero. The resulting behavior is a
downward-biased random walk through the solution space, with the ability to escape local minima.
Gradually decreasing control temperature changes the exponential probability distribution. This tightens
the acceptance criteria against larger cost increases. The value of T for which no cost increases are
reasonably expected and no more improvements can be found is 7y , the freezing temperature. At this
stage the algorithm returns the current solution, and halts.
There are a variety of heuristics, enhancements and improvements for the basic annealing algo-
rithm. Refer to [6] for an extensive bibliography of simulated annealing theory and applications.
3. Path Annealing - Customization of Simulated Annealing to WRP
Without loss of generality, we make several assumptions regarding the input map. As in [18],
cost coefficients are integers taken from the set [w, vv+1, w+2, • • , W, +«>}. If necessary, rational
number coefficients can always be handled by rescaling. Furthermore, we assume that all weighted
regions are convex. Even if this is not the case, it is always possible to insert additional boundary
edges between existing vertices to make all regions convex. Such edges will become boundaries
between regions of equal cost. We will refer to these as phantom edges because their sole purpose is to
ensure convexity. Border edges and border vertices define the outer limits of the map, and bound the
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only non-convex region. The current implementation of path annealing requires that linear regions
(such as roads in [18] and [29]) must be modeled by regions of positive (non-zero) area. However,
this restriction is not essential to the algorithm itself, and can be removed by a few data structure
modifications. Five basic components are needed to adapt the simulated annealing technique to solve
the Weighted-Region Problem:
1. Solution space definition,
2. S - Initial solution taken from the space,
3. cost (Si)- Cost function to be evaluated for each solution,
4. Move generator to randomly generate small changes in solutions,
5. An annealing schedule (i.e. the parameters T ,Tf,R,L and Ls ) to provide algorithm control.
4. Efficient Representation of the Solution Space
For annealing to perform efficiently, the search space must be discrete and finite. Furthermore,
we would like to reduce the size of the search space as much as possible. Unlike other optimization
problems to which simulated annealing has been applied, the WRP solution space is continuous, and
hence, uncountably infinite. We impose discreteness by defining the concept of window sequence
(WS).
We assign a unique integer identifier to each region boundary edge. Furthermore, we assign
identifiers S and G to designated start and goal points respectively. We now define the concept of win-
dow sequence. This concept was originally adopted by [28] to describe a family of paths which cross
the same sequence of boundary edges and vertices, and which must obey the same set of movement
constraints. Our definition of window sequence is similar, but not identical. Consider the continuous,
infinite set of all paths between the start and goal points which cross the same ordered sequence of
edges. We can uniquely label this family of paths using an ordered list of edge identifiers. The first
and last elements of this list are always S and G corresponding to start and goal respectively. The
remainder of the list includes the identifier of every edge the associated paths cross. Such an ordered
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list is called a window sequence. Figure 1 is an example of a window sequence. Duplicate edge
identifiers are permitted within a legitimate WS. This simply means that a family of paths crosses the
same edge multiple times. Partitioning the original continuous solution space of the WRP into WS's
has several advantages:
1. Each WS has a discrete representation in terms of regions and edges.
2. The total number of WS's is finite.
3. Every possible path in the continuous space between start and goal is contained in some WS.
4. Some WS contains the globally optimal path.
5. The convexity theorem of [18] and [30] still applies to WS because the theorem places no res-
triction on edge length and the path-cost function remains the same. Therefore, a unique locally
optimal path must exist within each WS, and a standard continuous function optimization method
can be used to locate it.
Figure 1 Window Sequence
By defining the cost of a WS as the cost of the locally optimal path within the WS, we have a
means of comparing WS's. Hence, we can consider WS's as states in the annealing process and solve
the WRP by searching for the optimal WS. In order to have an efficient high-level representation of
the solution space, we preprocess a WRP map into several primitive data structures designed to facili-
tate rapid navigation through the solution space. Our input maps are just a list of boundary edges with
defining vertices and associated cost coefficients to either side. It is assumed that this list represents a
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complete set of straight-line segments in a planar graph. Henceforth, we refer to this graph as a
weighted-region map. The input description of each edge in the map conforms to a standard conven-
tion. A boundary edge, E, is defined by the tuple (V lf V 2, \i\, H^, where V, and V2 are its terminating
vertices, and m and (i2 are the cost coefficients of the regions it bounds. An agent traveling along this
edge from V
x
to V2 will always see m on his left and u.2 on his right if \l x < \i2 . However, if m = u.2 ,
then the x coordinates of the vertices are related as xVi < xVr If m = u.2 and xVy = xVi , then yVi < yVr
Map preprocessing creates and assigns a unique integer identifier to each edge, and stores it
together with the defining vertices, associated weights, linear equation form, midpoint, length, bounded
regions, and directional data. This provides extremely efficient access since Quintus Prolog [24] hashes
predicates on the first atomic argument, in this case the edge identifier. Thus, given a WS of edge
identifiers, its vertices, regions, and related data are all immediately accessible.
Since we desire quick access among edges, vertices, and regions, preprocessing also creates
several data structures which are essentially inverted files indexed on these entities. For each vertex in
the map, a vertex edge-list is maintained. This data structure stores a clockwise ordered list of edges
incident around each vertex. Two similar data structures are constructed for regions. A region edge-list
holds the associated cost coefficient and the ordered list of boundary edges for each convex region. A
region vertex-list stores the ordered list of vertices around each region. As will be explained later, obs-
tacles are treated as though they were special oversized vertices. Similar to a vertex edge-list, an obsta-
cle edge-list stores an ordered list of the incident edges around each obstacle.
To facilitate the computation of the initial WS and the generation of new WS's during annealing,
we also create a dual representation of a WRP map. A connected graph embeddable in the Cartesian
plane without intersecting arcs and whose vertices are of minimum degree two is known as a planar
graph. Restricting the arcs of a planar graph to straight lines results in a planar straight-line graph
(PSLG) [22]. Our WRP input maps are PSLG's. We further restrict these maps to consist of convex
regions only. For all such structures, graph theory defines the notion of a dual graph. Regions in the
planar graph become vertices in its dual graph; whereas vertices in the planar graph become regions in
its dual graph. In the dual graph, arcs connect vertices corresponding to adjacent regions in the original
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graph. Thus, a one-to-one correspondence exists between arcs in the planar graph and arcs in its dual.
While this kind of dual graph is often a valuable problem transformation (e.g. Min/Max Cut Problem),
it is not that useful for our purposes. Instead, we construct a different kind of dual representation for a
WRP map, called the edge dual-graph, as follows.
Figure 2 Weighted-Region Map and Edge Dual-Graph
The discussion which follows refers to two distinct representations of a problem instance - the
weighted-region input map and its corresponding edge dual-graph. In order to avoid confusion, we will
use the terms vertices, edges, regions, and map to describe a weighted-region map. We will use the
terms nodes, arcs, and graph to describe the edge dual-graph. The edge dual-graph is essentially an
adjacency list representing the spatial structure of the map at a relatively high level of abstraction. To
create this graph, we assign a node to the midpoint of each map edge which does not bound an obsta-
cle (or the border). Special nodes are assigned to the start and goal points. In each non-obstacle
region, we add arcs to connect all nodes at the midpoints of the edges which bound the same region.
The fact that all regions are convex guarantees that all such arcs cannot intersect obstacles or other
regions. Thus, each region contains a clique consisting of all nodes representing its non-obstacle
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boundary edges. The regions containing the start and goal points will have additional arcs connecting
the start or goal node to the clique. Figure 2 illustrates a simple WRP map with its associated edge
dual-graph.
5. The Initial Solution
Annealing can begin from any solution in the space. However, empirical evidence suggests that
reasonably good initial solutions can often provide better final results [10,20]. The obvious straight-
line path from start to goal is not always feasible when obstacle regions are present. While there are
good algorithms for constructing and searching a visibility graph, this is more work than is necessary.
To initialize path annealing, we obtain the initial solution by conducting an A* search of the edge
dual-graph. The cost of each arc in the edge dual-graph equals to the weighted Euclidean distance
between its two end-points. The cost of a path is the sum of the costs of the arcs forming the path.
The estimated cost to the goal is straight-line distance to the goal weighted by the map's lowest cost
coefficient, u.* . Since this is an underestimate to the goal, the search is admissible. It returns the shor-
test weighted midpoint path as well as the corresponding WS in which it resides. We refer to this path
as the optimal midpoint path. Note that we should not expect this midpoint path to be globally optimal;
nor should we expect that its corresponding WS necessarily contains a globally optimal path. However,
the optimal midpoint path does represent a reasonably good initial solution.
Simulated annealing does not have to start with the optimal midpoint path. We could begin with
any feasible solution regardless of its cost. So, we could overestimate distance to the goal, thereby
inducing a greater depth-first component to the A* search [21]. Such an evaluation function usually
finds a solution faster. The resulting midpoint path might be of higher cost, but nevertheless, will be
feasible since the edge dual-graph does not pass through infinite cost regions. However, there are two
advantages to initializing with admissible A* search. First, the resulting midpoint path is a reasonably
good starting solution. It is an indication of a high-speed avenue with a higher potential for containing
(though not necessarily) the optimal or a near-optimal path. Much empirical research indicates that
simulated annealing is faster when provided with reasonably good initial solutions [4, 10,20]. Second,
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the total cost of this path provides an upper bound on the cost of the globally optimal path. Since we
want the least upper bound obtainable, then it is desirable to find the best midpoint path.
6. Evaluating the Cost of a Window Sequence
In the main phase of annealing, each newly generated WS must be evaluated to find the cost of
its locally optimal path. In many annealing applications the cost of a sample solution is easily
evaluated. But in path annealing, cost function evaluation is difficult and may require a relatively large
amount of computing time. Thus, streamlining this procedure is a high priority.
6.1 Single-Path Relaxation (SPR)
Given an arbitrary WS from start to goal, one can locate the optimal path constrained to the
defining edges using the coordinate descent method proposed by Smith [32] (also suggested by [18]).
Beginning with a path through all midpoints of the edges, we fix points on every other edge from start
to goal and adjust the crossing points on those in between to their optimal locations. The next pass
reverses direction (from goal to start) and works on the alternate edges. This process continues until a
complete pass is made in one direction during which no point moves from its previous position more
than some precision e, the relaxation tolerance. The procedure converges on the locally optimal path
because total weighted path length is a monotonically decreasing function of the sequence of adjust-
ments [32]. It is also possible to work through the WS continuously in the same direction (such as
from start to goal). However, we have found that moving in alternating directions tends to cause faster
convergence.
Simulated annealing cannot afford expensive primitive operations. The coordinate descent method
proposed by Smith [32] uses the Golden Ratio search [23] to compute the optimal crossing points,
thus avoiding the direct use of Snell's Law and expensive trigonometric functions. However, simple
testing of coordinate descent using Golden Ratio search suggests that Smith's method [32], though
accurate, is too slow to be of practical value in path annealing, since long WS's can require a very
large number of iterations. Furthermore, wide window sequences with long edges can converge very
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slowly to the locally optimal path. Hence, we have designed a table-lookup technique for computing a
Snell's Law crossing point in constant time. We refer to our method of coordinate descent using table-
lookup as single-path relaxation (SPR).
Given fixed approach points P\ and P 2 , we normalize the geometry of a typical crossing episode
on a standard rectangle as shown in Figure 3, where the rectangle is oriented such that the crossing
edge is always parallel to the x-axis in the figure. Four parameters characterize every crossing episode
geometrically similar to this rectangle:
p = ji-2 / M-i (ratio of cost coefficients) (1)
r = x, I y, (inverse of the slope of line P \-P 2) (2)
y' = y /y, (ratio of y coordinates of P and P 2) (3)
x' = x / yt (ratio of x coordinate of P to y coordinate of P£ (4)
Figure 3 Crossing Episode Geometry
Given an ordered triple of p, r and y', the table-lookup procedure returns x' (0 < x'< 1) from which
we can efficiently compute the location of the desired crossing site xQ. Golden Ratio search is used to
precompute the table, which is loaded at runtime during path annealing. To construct an appropriate
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SnelTs-Law lookup table, it is necessary to determine the expected working range of cost coefficient
ratios a priori. By working range, we mean those encountered most often in maps of interest It is not
necessary for the set to include every ratio to be encountered; out-of-bounds conditions can always
trigger the more expensive Golden Ratio search. However, our objective is to severely reduce the
number of times a lookup must resort to iterative search. Our implementation assumes that all cross-
able regions have weights drawn from the integer set {1,2, • • • ,10}. We use this set to indirectly
index the proper value of p in the lookup table. Note that it is always possible to orient the geometry
of an episode such that 1 < p < 10 is true. Therefore, we employ a two-dimensional triangular array of
45 entries, indexed by the integer pair (U-j.u.^. Each entry in the array contains a plane of 4221 x'
values indexed by the (r,y') pair. Figure 4 tabulates the parameter ranges and key characteristics of
our prototype Snell's-Law lookup table.
Range
















{1,2,3,...,10}and(i 1 < V-2
= P
Total no. of function points = 45 * 201 * 21 ==189945
Total raw space required on disk = 760180 bytes
Figure 4 Characteristics of Snell's-Law Lookup Table
Consider the generalized crossing episode in Figure 3. From fixed points P\ and P 2 we can
easily determine intersections /
, /j and / 2 , and the associated distances relative to the edge, E . With
this data the lookup procedure computes the parameters r and y'. Based on the values of \L\, M-2- r
and y ', indices are created to bracket the appropriate value for x ' within a rectangle defined by four
neighboring entries on the two-dimensional plane indexed by (u.j.u.2) in the lookup table. Simple linear
interpolation determines a value for x' . This value gives the location of the optimal crossing site on E
- 16-




The location of the SnelTs-Law crossing point on E assumes an infinitely extended boundary
edge. However, all boundary edges are actually finite length segments. Therefore, the SnelTs-Law
crossing point may not always lie between the vertices which define the boundary edge. In such cases,
the optimal crossing point will be the vertex closest to the crossing point returned by the table-lookup
procedure. We refer to these occurrences as constrained crossings, because the optimal crossing must
violate SnelTs Law (as little as possible) to satisfy restrictions of the boundary edge length. A con-
strained crossing is illustrated in Figure 5.




^^^^ unconstrained best path
Figure 5 Constrainted Optimal Crossing
By always orienting the crossing edge E Q , fixed points Pj and P 2 , and cost coefficients m and |i2
as shown in Figure 3, we can detect many constrained crossings before applying the complete table-
lookup procedure. Note that in Figure 3 an unconstrained optimal crossing can only occur between
intersection points 7 and 7 2 . If both vertices of the crossing edge lie outside of the interval defined by
7 and 7 2 , then a constrained crossing is certain, and table-lookup is unnecessary. The vertex closest to
the 7 -/ 2 interval is the optimal crossing site. Otherwise, if a table-lookup is still necessary, the loca-
tion of the crossing point returned by the lookup is compared to the location of edge vertices to deter-
mine if a constrained crossing is optimaL
To compare the table-lookup procedure to pure Golden Ratio search, we generated random cross-
ing episodes across a single boundary edge of 100 map units in length. For each episode one random
point was selected from each square region on either side of the crossing edge. For the two regions,
unequal pairs of weights, jij and u,2 , were randomly assigned from the set {1,2, • • • ,10). Timing
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results of the tests indicate that the table-lookup is one order of magnitude (10 times) faster than pure
Golden Ratio search. These results include time needed by the table-lookup procedure to perform occa-
sional Golden Ratio searches when out-of-bounds conditions occur. To compute the accuracy of the
lookup routine, we assume that Golden Ratio search finds the exact optimal point and, consequently,
the true minimum weighted distance. Let CCR be the total weighted cost of a crossing episode as com-
puted by Golden Ratio search. Let the corresponding table-lookup value be Cji . We compute relative
error in weighted distance as I CTL - CGR I / CCR . For 100,000 random samples the mean relative
error was 3.83 x 10~7 with standard deviation 1.73 x 10"6 . The maximum relative error is on the order
of 10^*, and occurs in less than 0.01% of the sample. We should expect some error, since our two-
dimensional linear interpolation is an approximation of a curved surface by a flat plane. Figure 6 is a
plot of the discrete points in the table for p = 1.1, with the axes expanded somewhat by the integral
scaling factors.
Figure 6 Surface Plot of Snell's-Law Table (*' =/ (r,y') for p = 1.1 )
Although slight, the curvature of this surface is most noticeable at the lower values of r and y'.
The squaring and square root operations of weighted distance soften the effect of interpolation error on
x'. Nonetheless, we can rely on about 5 decimal digits of accuracy for the optimal weighted distance
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of a crossing episode. Note that there are only 6 decimal digits of precision provided by our implemen-
tation language, Quintus Prolog [24]. Depending upon the length of a WS (i.e. how many crossing
episodes), errors can accumulate. However, because mean relative error is essentially zero, we may
assume that errors accumulated over long WS's will usually cancel one another. We conclude that the
SnelTs-Law table-lookup method provides single-path relaxation with a reasonably accurate and
efficient means for computing optimal crossing points on boundary edges.
62 Uniform-Discrete-Point (UDP) Approximation
While local path optimization with SPR is fast, the procedure can sometimes run into worst-case
situations. In practice we have found that even with a relatively slack relaxation tolerance, SPR may
sometimes converge at an unacceptably slow rate. This happens if the midpoint path (starting condi-
tion) is far from optimal and has few sharp bends. In such situations the improvement of each
crossing-point adjustment may be slight. Therefore, a large number of iterations may be necessary to
optimize the path. Figure 7 illustrates a typical worst case for SPR. In this example the rate of SPR
convergence decreases rapidly as the solution approaches optimum.
Usually at high annealing temperatures a large number of the WS's sampled have very large
locally optimal path-costs. Therefore, accurate WS cost evaluation is only necessary when the locally
optimal path might be globally optimal. Both theoretical and empirical evidence validate the use of
approximations to the actual cost function [3,33]. To capitalize on this idea, we implement a very
simple approximation to pre-evaluate the cost of a WS. We refer to the method as uniform-discrete-
point (UDP) search. It is essentially Dijkstra's algorithm restricted to a WS. UDP is used to rapidly
approximate the locally optimal path through a WS, and, if necessary, to provide a starting path for
SPR. Uniformly spaced points, called edge-points, are specified on each edge in the WS. From the
start point, all paths constrained to pass through this set of points are searched. The discrete interval, 8,
defines the upper bound for the separation distance of any pair of adjacent edge-points. Given a value
for 8, all edge-points can be predetermined and stored for all boundary edges. For a given edge of
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Figure 7 Worst Case Convergence for Single-Path Relaxation (SPR)
( dark path marks progress from midpoints after four passes )
terminating vertices) are then evenly spaced across the edge. For any edge with non-zero length, there
must be a minimum of two edge-points - the terminating vertices. Note that the resulting structure can
be viewed as a higher resolution edge dual-graph.
To approximate the optimal cost of a WS, the UDP procedure works as follows. Beginning from
the start point (or inversely the goal), Dijkstra's Algorithm proceeds through the WS toward the goal.
Back pointer is maintained from each edge-point to indicate the direction of the shortest path back to
the start. When the goal point is reached, the shortest path is retrieved through the back pointers. This
search is fast because it is restricted to a WS. Consequently, the search always proceeds in order of
WS edges from the start point. The time complexity of the algorithm is 0(nm 2 ), where n is the max-
imum number of edges in any WS and m is the maximum number of edge-points assigned to any edge
in the map. Note that m is a function of 5 and the length of the longest edge in the map.
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6J Combining UDP and SPR
In our implementation, we employ a two-stage combination of UDP approximation and SPR to
find the locally optimal path in a WS. For a given WS, the UDP solution path is a more refined esti-
mate of the local optimum than the midpoint path. Thus, UDP can hasten SPR convergence by finding
a starting path which is usually closer to the true local optimum than the midpoint path. In stage one,
UDP rapidly selects the locally shortest path constrained to discrete 5-spaced edge-points in the WS. In
stage two, SPR begins from the path returned by UDP. Only a few passes by SPR will suffice for
convergence to the true local optimum.
Both UDP search and SPR can be tuned to a desired accuracy by adjusting the discrete interval 6
and the relaxation tolerance e respectively. We have found that setting 5 equal to the average length
over all edges tends to balance the assignment of edge-points uniformly across the map. We assume
that the length of the shortest edge is closely related to the intended map resolution and the required
solution accuracy. Using mean edge-length to set 8 strikes a compromise between accuracy and speed
over all problem instances associated with a given map. The value of 5 might also be computed
dynamically based upon the lengths of boundary edges between and in the vicinity of start and goal
locations. As we shall discuss in Part II of the paper, our particular choice of 8 provides another
opportunity to improve performance through heuristics.
6.4 Locating the Locally Optimal Paths in Reentrant Window Sequences
A reentrant path is one which travels from a high-cost region, to the boundary edge shared by a
low-cost region, striking at the SneU's-Law critical angle, travels along the edge incurring the lower
cost, and reenters, at the critical angle, the high-cost region from which it came. Such paths can be part
of globally optimal solutions, particularly when start and goal lie within the same high cost region. A
window sequence which contains at least one reentrant path is called a reentrant window sequence.
Reentrant WS's present no special problem for UDP approximation, since this method is not Snell's-
Law-based. However, we note that such WS's are distinctly different from those which do not contain
reentrant paths. A WS which contains reentrant paths should list each reflective edge twice in
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succession to indicate that there are two distinct turning points on it - the point of exit from and the
point of reentry into the higher region it bounds. UDP approximation simply assumes that for each
edge identifier in the WS there must be a corresponding optimal path crossing (or turning) point. Given
a WS and its edge-points, the algorithm determines an optimal edge-point on each edge by running
Dijkstra's algorithm. For each edge listed twice in succession, weighted distances between all pairings
of its edge-points are computed using the lesser weight of the two regions separated by the edge. The
pair returned as optimal on this edge is the pair along the shortest weighted path retrieved through the
back pointers after the goal point is reached. If a reentrant path is, indeed, locally optimal within the
WS, then the pair returned by the UDP approximation will usually be those edge-points through which
a path would violate Snell's Law the least However, in some cases a reentrant path cannot be locally
optimal for the WS (i.e. when it is always cheaper for a path to travel directly through the region
instead of reflecting). This happens most often when a reentrant WS is forced onto a boundary edge





and P 2 is not an advantage over the direct path from P x to P 2 . In this case the
pair of entry/exit points returned by the UDP approximation corresponds to a single point. The result-
ing path segments can always be shortcut at less cost. However, we expect this because a reentrant WS
intentionally forces the cost evaluation mechanism to find the best path which hits the reentrant edge
whether or not this path represents cost improvement over the original direct route. These reentrant
WS's, though costing more than the original direct routes, are needed because they serve as stepping
stones for annealing to reach other potentially optimal WS's. (Refer to Section 7.4 for details.)
Unlike the UDP approximation, SPR must recognize each reentrant path location within the WS
because it must adjust entry and exit points to the Snell's-Law critical angle. This angle is measured
from the approach points, i.e. the edge-crossing episodes just prior to and after the reflective edge.
When a reentrant path is encountered during a SPR pass, critical-angle reflection points are determined
using Snell's Law from the most current approach points. The stopping condition for SPR, i.e. one
complete pass through the WS without any point adjustment greater than tolerance e, depends only on
crossing point adjustments and never on reflection point adjustments. This is because reflection points
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Figure 8 Uniform-Discrete-Point (UDP) Approximation is Forced to Reenter
Low-Cost Region from the Low-Cost Side of a Boundary Edge
are predetermined by the adjustments of their corresponding approach points. Therefore, it is sufficient
to monitor only the adjustments of crossing points (i.e. non-reflection points) in order to detect conver-
gence to the locally optimal path.
Recall that phantom edges are edges which bound regions with equal cost coefficients. They are
used to ensure that all regions are convex. When a reentrant path is forced against either a phantom
edge or an edge shared by a higher-cost region, it is known a priori that the reentering path must
violate Snell's Law and cannot be locally optimal. In such cases, SPR ignores the reentrant path route
and optimizes the straight-line path between crossing episodes immediately before and after the points
of reflection (i.e. approach points), effectively bypassing the reflective edge. This situation is illustrated
in Figure 9. The WS still lists the reflective edge twice. The reason for this is that there may still exist
an edge within the adjacent region bounded by the reflective edge on which reflection is advantageous.
This will be discussed more in the Section 7.4.
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high-cost region
Figure 9 Single-Path Relaxation (SPR) Ignores Non-Advantageous
Reentrant Path When Forced to Reenter a Low-Cost Region
7. Move Operations
Simulated annealing samples many different solutions by randomly applying move operators to
explore the solution space. In path annealing, the move generator works in the space of WS's. Recall
that we represent each WS uniquely as an ordered list of edge identifiers. A new WS can be created
from another by little more than random number generation, data retrieval, and list processing. The
move generator perturbs the current WS by rerouting it through neighboring edges and regions. Repeti-
tion of this process enables random search. Annealing does not normally search the entire solution
space. Nevertheless, all feasible solutions should have some chance of being sampled. Our prototype
employs two very simple move operators. In the following subsections, we introduce these move
operators and discuss their sampling capabilities.
7.1 Vertex Rotation
Consider an arbitrary window sequence, WSj, between designated start and goal. One of the sim-
plest ways to obtain a new window sequence, WS2 , is to shift WSj across a vertex which defines one
of its edges. We call this operation vertex rotation. The operation is relatively efficient because vertex
edge-lists (see Section 4) are readily available in sorted order.
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Given WSj, path annealing generates a neighboring WS2 as follows. Randomly select a vertex
that is adjacent to one of the edges in WSj. This vertex, called the rotation vertex, defines the site of
intended displacement If the rotation vertex is a border vertex then backtrack and randomly select
another vertex. Let £ be the vertex edge-list for the rotation vertex. Let £' be those edges in £ which
are also members of WS^ Then, WS2 is defined by the set operations
WS2 = (WSi-?)u (*-?) (5)
Eq 5 simply implies that we replace the edges in £ p> WSj with the edges in £ which are not in WSj.
The result is WS2 . Of course, order in each set is significant, and list reversals must be performed as
necessary.
The vertex rotation operator has an important side-effect Given the rotation vertex V^, the
current WS is scanned for the first and last occurrences of edges in the vertex edge-list £ of V^ . All
edges in the WS between these two edges inclusive (including those which are not in £) will be
removed. Thus, vertex rotation automatically eliminates any WS that crosses itself. This side-effect is
very desirable since any WS that crosses itself cannot contain globally optimal paths.
12 Obstacle Jumping
The presence of obstacles necessitates special consideration. Recall that the edge dual-graph
which represents the feasible solution space does not contain arcs through obstacle regions. However,
we can view obstacles as enlarged vertices with non-zero area. Thus, to enable obstacle rotation or
obstacle jumping, we employ a special data structure similar to a vertex edge-list. An obstacle edge-list
(see Section 4) records the clockwise ordered list of incident edges around an obstacle. If an obstacle
vertex is selected as the displacement site, the WS shifts completely across the obstacle by using the
operation of Eq 5, where £ is now the appropriate obstacle edge-list.
It is also possible to jump some obstacles by a sequence of normal interior vertex rotations. A
jump of this type occurs as the result of pinching a looping path that has circled the obstacle. Figure
10 illustrates a path within a WS with the potential for jumping obstacle region A.
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Figure 10 A Path with the Potential to Jump Obstacle A on a
Single Vertex Rotation at V^
Closing the base of the loop by rotating across vertex VR will remove the detour around obstacle
region A, replacing it with the dotted path segment and its associated WS. Not all obstacles can be
jumped in this manner. For such a jump to occur enough interior vertices and edges must surround the
obstacle so that a WS can be perturbed completely around it in either direction.
While obstacles and interior vertices are logically equivalent with respect to the rotation operator,
we ensure that they are distinguishable. In particular problem instances it may be more efficient to
reduce or temporarily prevent the capability to jump obstacles. This control is necessary because the
move generator can have a natural bias toward selection and jumping of large obstacles with many ver-
tices. This is especially true when the current WS includes several edges incident to the same obstacle,
as is often the case immediately after jumping it. In such situations, given an equal probability of
selecting any edge in the WS from which the rotation vertex is obtained, the vertex (or obstacle) with
the most incident edges in the WS will have the greatest likelihood of being selected. This bias can
waste valuable sampling time with useless repetition as the move generator attempts to jump back and
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forth across a single large obstacle. As well, there are good reasons for ignoring this bias and allowing
the annealing process to make its own decisions. We defer a more complete discussion of these rea-
sons and methods of obstacle control to Part II of the paper.
13 Reachability
Recall that the move operators should guarantee reachability; that is, that all feasible solutions
which could be optimal are accessible to the annealing process with a non-zero probability. This is to
ensure that optimal solution cannot be overlooked intentionally. A move generator based only upon
the rotation operators (vertex and obstacle) can only guarantee reachability for a subset of those WS's
with the potential to contain a globally optimal path. We refer to this subset as the class of proper win-
dow sequences. A window sequence is proper if it does not enter the same cost region more than
once. This definition implies that no proper WS can cross any boundary edge more than once, other-
wise it necessarily reenters the same region. In contrast, an improper window sequence may enter the
same cost region multiple times. It can be shown, by induction on the number of regions, that all
proper WS's are reachable from any initial proper WS in a convex weighted-region map [12]. Thus, if
only proper WS's could contain globally optimal paths then our move generator would guarantee
reachability. Unfortunately, in some problem instances an improper WS may contain the optimal path
The next section discusses these improper WS's and the additional move operator required to reach
them.
7.4 Reentrant Installation
Although an optimal path cannot cross itself, it can cross the same edge more than once, and
therefore, can also reenter a region. Recall that an optimal reentrant path will obey Snell's Law by
striking a boundary edge at its critical angle and traveling along the edge just inside the lower cost
region. Since we disallow linear regions (e.g. roads), such a path may exit the edge in only one of two
ways. It may travel to a terminating vertex (Figure 11), where Snell's Law does not apply. Or, it may
reenter the region at the Snell's-Law critical angle (Figure 12). In either case, the path can still be
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globally optimal. The former case involving the terminating vertex is contained within a proper WS.
Since this path does not reenter the region, it must cross a different edge when it reaches the vertex.
Such paths are contained within proper WS's which can be reached by the rotation operators. How-
ever, the reentrant path in the latter case must reside within an improper WS. The reason is that the










Figure 1 1 Critical-Angle Reflection Path (non-reentrant)
Figure 12 Critical-Angle Reentrant Path
The rotation operator alone cannot reach improper WS's since only edges that are not in the
current WS can be inserted into the new WS by the rotation operator and at most one copy of each
edge can be inserted into the new WS in a single rotation. We need an additional operator to reach
improper reentrant WS's.
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The reentrant installation operator perturbs a WS by forcing it to reflect on one edge. This so-
called reflective edge is selected randomly from the set of all crossable edges that are not in the current
WS but bound regions through which the current WS passes. Transformation to the new WS is a sim-
ple double insertion of the reflective edge identifier. In Figure 13, the window sequence {S, 1,2,3, G }
becomes {S, 1,4,4,2, 3, G } after reentrant installation on reflective edge 4. Note that the new WS is
improper because by crossing edge 4 twice to reflect, the WS enters the same cost region twice.
Figure 13 Installation of a Reentrant Window Sequence
It is not possible for an optimal path to reflect on two adjacent boundary edges and reenter the
same region twice in a roll. Instead, the path must detour around the common vertex or cut straight
across the region between the approach points. This fact is based upon a proof given in [18] which
concludes that between any critical point of entry (exit) and the next critical point of exit (entry) the
path must pass through at least one vertex. Because of this, our path annealing prototype will not
create WS's which contain paths with consecutive reflections on two adjacent boundary edges.
It is possible for optimal paths to cross a sequence of several boundary edges, reflect and reenter
a region at the last edge, and double back through the same sequence of edges in reverse order. Figure
14 illustrates the case of an optimal path which must cross several edges to reflect on the last and
return.
To reach the improper WS containing this path, four reentrant installations must be stacked. To
reach such special cases requires that the move generator install reentrant paths against an edge on
which a reentrant already resides. Therefore, we allow reentrant installations to push (i.e. stack)
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Figure 14 Reentrant Path Crosses Edges Multiple Times
through one another, ensuring that such special situations are reachable.
Recall that reentrant-path optimal solutions tend to be rare because they require particular cost-
region placements and angular alignments [18,25]. Regardless of this, we give the reentrant installa-
tion and rotation operators equal probability of selection, and let the annealing process accept or reject
their resulting transitions stochastically. This means that reentrant edges will be frequently installed into
the current WS. A newly installed reentrant edge which greatly improves local optimal path cost of the
current WS is more likely to be kept within the current WS. This reduces the chance of eliminating
good reentrant paths by the vertex rotation.
7.5 Improving Reachability
The rotation and reentrant operators described so far are capable of reaching all proper WS's and
improper WS's which contain at most one reentrant path per edge. However, there still exist acyclic
improper WS's which cannot be reached by these operators. Furthermore, some of these WS's can
contain an optimal path. We can trace the problem to an interaction between the rotation and reentrant
operators. Consider the special case of an optimal path in Figure 15. Note that the very long edge
bounding the top of the narrow cost-region is crossed several times by the optimal path. The vertex
rotation operator cannot create such a WS because it automatically removes edges which are already in
the WS. The reentrant operator only stacks reentrants on the same edge. It cannot install them side-by-
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side. No combination of these operators can generate this WS from an arbitrary proper WS. Therefore,
the rotation and reentrant operators cannot ensure complete reachability for all possible globally
optimal paths.
Figure 15 Optimal Path Crosses Edge E Multiple Times
(integers are cost coefficients)
In the case of Figure 15, it is possible to modify the reentrant operator so that reentrants can be
installed side-by-side on particularly long edges. This would require that the algorithm recognize boun-
dary edges whose length and geometry could allow multiple reentrant optimal paths. Then, when such
an edge were selected for reentrant installation, if a reentrant path already existed on this edge, then an
additional decision (possibly random) would have to made to stack the reentrant or install it side-by-
side.
One way to avoid introducing another more expensive move operator is to fix the source of the
problem : disproportionally long edges. When a long boundary edge is situated among relatively short
edges there is an increased likelihood that an optimal path may cross this edge multiple times. It is
tempting to believe that complete triangulation of all regions will preclude any optimal path from
crossing a single edge more than twice. Unfortunately, this is not true. Consider Figure 16 in which
two near-degenerate triangular regions are adjacent with cost coefficients as shown. The path from S to
G crosses the long edge (center) three times. Note that by squeezing these triangles closer to degen-
eracy, we can eventually reach a geometry which ensures that the path shown is optimal for S to G.
From the above simple example we see that the problem concerns resolution disparity in the map.
The disproportionately long edge allows ample opportunity for short transverse crossings to greatly
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Figure 16 Optimal Path Crosses Edge E Multiple Times (triangular regions)
(integers are cost coefficients)
improve the path cost. In Figure 16, two path segments that are generally parallel to the long edge
become more efficient by connecting them with a very short, and therefore, relatively low-cost
transverse segment. We can easily prevent this problem with the addition of one vertex at the center of
the long edge and two phantom edges connecting it to existing vertices in either region. This does not
change the representation of the map. It simply balances the resolution of the map in a localized area.
Some simple preliminary map analysis can reduce the risk of having optimal paths with multiple
edge crossings by identifying and partitioning particularly long edges. This can be done by examining
the length of each edge, E, relative to its immediate environment Let £ represent the set of edges
bounding the two regions separated by E but not including E. Let V represent the set of vertices on
the two regions. If the length of E is much greater than the average length taken over all edges in set
£, and if the maximum distance over all perpendiculars from points in V to E is much less than the
length of E, then E should be partitioned with one or more additional vertices connected to existing
vertices by phantom edges. Figure 17 illustrates how the long edge in Figure 16 should be partitioned.
A comparison of cost-coefficients should also be made to ensure that the weights of the two
regions separated by the edge are large relative to surrounding coefficients. If such is not the case then
the possibility of a multiple crossing on the edge is minimal even if it is long.
We emphasize that the above procedure is heuristic at best However, a completely thorough
analysis is likely to be tantamount to solving many weighted-x^egion problems. Furthermore, the rarity
of reentrant-path optimal solutions and solutions which are not contained within proper WS indicates
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Figure 17 Introduction of Additional Edges (dotted) and Vertex (small circle)
to Prevent Optimal-Path Multiple Crossings on a Long Edge
that more detailed analysis is probably not worthwhile. We desire that map resolution be reasonably
balanced. In the limiting case, as more vertices and phantom edges are added, the map will approach a
uniform grid representation, and the advantages of path annealing may diminish. Therefore, a long
edge should be partitioned only in the case that the conditions indicated earlier are extreme.
8. Annealing Schedule and Control
Although many applications of simulated annealing require large amounts of computing time to
arrive at reasonably optimal solutions, we have found that path annealing performs reasonably well
without the need for such. Path annealing efficiency seems to rely more on good WRP bounds and
heuristics (to be discussed in Part II of the paper) than on a well-tuned annealing schedule. Our anneal-
ing schedule is admittedly crude and uses only the simpler ideas proposed by other researchers [2, 8-
1 1, 13, 34, 35]. The five control parameters (T , Tf,R,L and Ls ) are established as follows.
8.1 The Starting Temperature
Recall that annealing temperature, T, controls the shape of the exponential probability distribution
used to accept or reject new solution samples. While all cost-decreasing changes are accepted, changes
which increase the cost are accepted with probability
P = e~*crr (6)
where AC is the difference between the costs of the new and current solutions. The acceptance ratio
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over a sample of transitions is estimated by [2] as
X = (m 1 +m 2 xe-AC+/r )/(m 1 +m 2 ) (7)
where m\ is the number of cost-decreasing transitions, m 2 is the number of cost-increasing transitions,
and AC + is the mean cost increase over the m 2 cost-increasing transitions. To ensure that annealing can
sample across the solution space without trapping between high-cost peaks and freezing too early, it is
desirable to set T to produce an acceptance ratio close to one. Ratios of 0.90 to 0.95 are generally con-
sidered close enough [2],
To determine a good starting temperature, T (initial value of T), we have tried an empirical
technique suggested by [2]. Randomly generate sample transitions in the solution space without rejec-
tions. From the sample values of AC compute AC + . Eq 7 then determines the value of T which pro-
duces the required X-
The conclusions of [11] suggest that simple application-specific formulas can usually be derived
on the basis of desired acceptance ratio and a few problem-specific parameters. Thus, another way to
determine a starting temperature value is to consider the worst-case transition that can be made by the
move generator in the map. For very complex problems, such an approach is not always possible. For-
tunately, our representation of the WRP by window sequences allows efficient analysis of individual
transitions. We desire the value of T which makes the acceptance ratio as close to one as possible. In
Eq 7, let x = 0.95, and replace AC
+
with an estimate of the greatest cost-increasing value, Max ( AC+ ).
To determine the value of T for an acceptance ratio close to one, assume that the generator
applies only a single operator to the current WS, then returns a new WS for cost evaluation. Since
cost-increasing reentrant installations usually do not result in large cost changes (because the way SPR
computes their costs) and since they are not essential to move freely around the solution space, we will
consider only rotations. We wish to determine the largest possible cost-increasing transition. This tran-
sition will likely be the site of a long edge bounding two regions with a large cost-coefficient
differential
Intuitively, Max(AC + ) should depend on an edge with a large weight differential. However,
dependence upon the length of that edge may not be as clear. The reason that length is a factor is that
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a rotation is followed by local optimization to find cost. If this rotation has just forced the current WS
across the large weight differential, then local optimization will also force the locally optimal path to
use as little of the high cost region as possible. Following this, a second transition across the other ver-
tex of the same edge gives optimization no choice but to cross through the high-cost region. While it is
possible that local optimization can still dampen the cost difference of the second transition, we assume
the worst case. Ignoring smaller surrounding effects, the largest change will generally occur along the










Figure 18 Maximum Cost Difference Max (AC + ) Occurs for WS Transition
{S ,a ,b ,c ,G } —» {S ,a ,d ,G } (cost coefficients are boxed integers)
Thus, to estimate Max (AC +), we have only to analyze the length and weighted-region cost
differential for every edge in the map according to the following equation:
Max(AC + ) = Max ( length (E)x(yL2 -\i l )) (8)
over all edges E
If we assume that in a random sample of transitions m j = m 2 , then Eq 7 becomes
X = (1 + e~
Max (AC+)/T
) / 2 (9)
Solving for T yields
7 = -Max(AC + )/ln(2x- 1) (10)
In this approach there is no need to conduct empirical testing. One computation during map
preprocessing can establish a common starting temperature for all problem instances. The major advan-
tage here is the tendency for this method to be independent of problem instance, depending instead on
the particular map. But it is conservative and can increase annealing running times unnecessarily.
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However, we emphasize that this approach is quite flexible. It is possible to conduct the analysis for
Max (AC + ) on a subset of map edges confined to the vicinity of start and goal. This variation is more
problem -instance dependent while still very efficient
The presence of obstacles, again, requires special consideration. Small obstacles with few boun-
dary edges will not significantly affect transitions. However, larger obstacles can sometimes hamper
lateral movement because jumping over them may require acceptance of large cost changes. If we wish
to set starting temperature such that all obstacle rotations will be accepted in early annealing, it is
necessary to analyze their worst-case cost differences also. Consider a single obstacle rotation. The
worst transition tends to occur when the current WS is forced to detour completely around the obstacle
from a single edge incident to it. To estimate the value of this worst-case cost difference, we compute
cost of traveling on the boundary edges of the obstacle in a closed loop. From this we subtract the
weighted length of the cheapest edge among all the boundary edges to account for that portion of the
cost incurred by the original path which passed near the obstacle.
8.2 Stopping Criteria
Freezing temperature, Tj
, is the final value of T at which no significant cost-increasing transition
has a reasonable probability of acceptance. The reduction of unnecessary search time is as dependent
upon Tf as it is on T . Once T is low enough, the current WS will be trapped in a local minimum
from which it will likely never escape and in which it can never improve the cost beyond the lowest it
has already discovered. At this point we desire that the process terminates soon. However, if it is still
the case that T ~>Tj , then the algorithm will waste a lot of time before it halts.
How is it possible to determine the proper value of Tf when it apparently depends upon a priori
knowledge of the optimal solution cost and its location? Fortunately, annealing runs exhibit a few
similar characteristics. An annealing curve is a plot of the mean solution cost versus the logarithm of
temperature. Figure 19 illustrates a curve which is typical of most annealing runs [2, 8, 13, 34, 35]. CT
is the average cost over all solutions sampled at discrete temperature T. Note that the .x-axis represents
log(T) in the direction of time. Therefore, log(T) decreases from left to right. Path-annealing curves
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tend to be wavier at higher temperatures (left half of the curve) because the starting solutions reside in
cost function valleys. Path annealing climbs in and out of many such valleys until the value of T is
low enough to stabilize (by trapping) it within a localized area. However, at lower temperature path-
annealing curves do resemble the tail in Figure 19.
CT = average cost over all solutions
sampled at temperature T
log(T) log(T()
Figure 19 Annealing Curve: Average Cost at T vs. Log (7*)
One way to set Tf dynamically is to extrapolate the end of the annealing curve by tracking the
change in mean cost [2]. This does not work well in path annealing since, even with smoothing, the
mean cost can fluctuate significantly at very low temperatures. The suggestion of [9] is simpler and a
much better indicator of the freezing condition in path annealing. For a given T, if the cost difference
between the largest and smallest accepted transitions is the same (or very nearly so) as the largest
accepted AC , then apparently all solutions in the neighborhood are of very similar cost. At this point,
simulated annealing should default to iterative improvement and halt. To guard against premature freez-
ing, we suggest that the above condition exist for two or three consecutive temperatures.
The above procedure stops the annealing algorithm dynamically. Our prototype actually uses a
fixed value for Tf . However, we determined its value from many observations of path annealing using
the criteria of [9].
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83 Temperature Cooling
There are several sophisticated cooling schemes which have been devised for efficient, adaptive
reduction of temperature [1,9, 14]. We prefer the more simplistic approach taken in the original work
of [13], also adopted by [10]. Three fixed parameters control temperature cooling: R, L, and Ls .
The reduction or cooling factor, R (typically 0.70 < R < 0.99), is a multiplier used to reduce T
geometrically according to
Ti+l =RxTi (11)
This parameter controls A 7, the speed at which the algorithm will approach 7y. In accordance with
the underlying theory of simulated annealing [13] it is best to reduce T as gradually as possible with
values of R closer to one. In any case, there is a tradeoff between time spent at each temperature value
and the size of A T . Large AT approaches 7y relatively fast, but requires more time at each value of
T. On the other hand, smaller AT approaches the stopping criteria much slower, but requires less time
at each T.
The amount of search time spent at each temperature is directly controlled by L. The chain
length, L, is the maximum number of transitions attempted by the move generator at each value of T
.
The best value of L is generally believed to approximate the size of the local search neighborhood [2].
The local search neighborhood is the number of distinct states (i.e. window sequences) that are one
transition (i.e. one application of the move generator) away from the current state. For path annealing
the local neighborhood size is a function of the number of edges in a current WS, since the move gen-
erator selects transitions on this basis. However, in contrast to the cardinality of a solution set in other
problems (e.g. the Traveling Salesman Problem), the number of edges in a WS changes frequently.
Also note that WS length varies greatly with the number of bends. Therefore, we suggest the employ-
ment of some average or other stable value representative of WS length.
We could use the length of the starting WS found by A* search through midpoint paths. How-
ever, this WS is often biased and may not represent the size of most neighborhoods. Thus, for our test-
ing we choose to use a fixed value for all problem instances of a map. A reasonable value for L can
be derived from a map by using a sample of straight lines equal in length to the diameter of the map.
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L is computed by averaging the number of boundary edges crossed by each line over all lines in the
sample. This procedure is essentially an estimate of map resolution. Once again, the advantages are
simplicity and problem-instance independence with an option to allow adjustments to L for particular
problem instances if more efficiency is desired.
Closely associated with L is the maximum number of accepted transitions per temperature, Ls .
Recall that a transition attempted by the move generator is accepted if its corresponding solution cost is
less than the current solution cost, or with probability P (see Eq 6) if more. Ls is referred to as a
cutoff for L [10]. The purpose of a cutoff is simply to compensate for overestimating the starting tem-
perature, T . We desire a minimum value for T at which the acceptance ratio x = 0.95 (or very close
to one). It is better to begin annealing at an overestimated value of T , rather than risk the possibility
of trapping too early in a bad local minimum. Assuming TQ has been overestimated, until T
approaches the proper value of T , each consecutive sequence of Ls acceptances will cause premature
temperature reduction by Eq 11. Ls is essentially an annealing-specific heuristic devised by [13] to
reduce search time spent at high temperatures [10]. There appears to be little published guidance as to
how to establish this parameter. Some forms of the annealing algorithm do not use it. In fact, [10]
claims that its effect is often insignificant, and its use is usually unnecessary if good starting tempera-
tures can be found. We should expect some gain in efficiency by using a cutoff because our starting
temperatures tend to be higher than necessary. Indeed, path annealing exhibits generally faster execu-
tion times with the same performance for (0.67) L < Ls < (0.75) L. Note that use of this control




In this paper, we have presented the framework for a simulated-annealing-based algorithm
designed to solve large instances of the Weighted-Region Problem. We have discussed the customiza-
tion of the annealing algorithm in terms of its five essential components: state space representation, ini-
tial solution, cost function evaluation, move generation and annealing schedule. Rather than just
another application of simulated annealing, the proposed algorithm is an intelligent marriage of both
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global and local search under probabilistic control. The major contribution of our work is not in
annealing, but rather in the novelty and design of our annealing-based approach to solving the WRP.
Extensive test results indicate that the new algorithm runs much faster than previous known techniques
with a very minimal sacrifice in optimality. We have also developed a set of heuristics and bounding
techniques to further enhance the performance and efficiency of the proposed algorithm. These tech-
niques, together with the results of the extensive empirical study, will be presented in Part II of the
paper.
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